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Old bush vine Grenache - one of  Kieth’s many finds

Eccolo Sagrantino 2014 

What a find! This grape is a specialty of  the 
Central Italy town of  Montefalco, but with a 
small following among growers in the 
Adelaide Hills; Eccolo grows some of  the best 
on one acre of  land there, we are lucky to 
have gotten it for our club. A gorgeous beast 
of  a wine, this is meaty & iron-laden, with a 
little bit of  smoke, a little bitter chocolate, and 
a lot of  chewy mouthwatering tannins. This is 
a wine that will be fun to follow over the 
coming years. Drink now-2028 with lamb 
and radicchio risotto

Okay, first things first: say “flurry-uh.” That’s how you 
pronounce the Fleurieu Zone of  South Australia. This 
wine region bucks the mega-corporate norm of  the Aussie 
wine industry; most producers are small family estates who 
sell the bulk of  their product right out of  their very own 
cellar door. These folks are the ones taking risks and trying 
out exciting new varieties in Australia, the results of  which 
we have for you this month! 
	 These wines are even more special because they are 
imported to Alaska directly through Keith Hoffman, an 
Alaskan who spends his winters down in Australia making 
wine and finding great wineries to bring back to Alaska. 
Many of  his finds have made it into our shop over the 
years, but this is the first wine club we’ve managed to pull 
together from his hand-sourced portfolio. Thanks, Keith!
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Monterra Nero d’Avola 

Not your typical grape of  Australia - you might notice that 
theme with all these wines! Nero d’Avola is a grape from 
Sicily (yes, there is a town on Sicily called Avola), and has 
only been in Australia since 1999, but is making a big splash. 
This shows very Italian on the nose, with a little tar and 
white pepper, but is full-on New World boysenberry fruit on 
the palate, with a velvety texture and, at 13.5% alcohol, 
pretty restrained as far as Australia goes. Drink now-2020 
with pork ribs and succotash.

Monterra Cabernet Tempranillo 2014 

A classic, signature note in Australian Cabs is a resinous 
herbaceous note, falling somewhere in the mint/tea tree/
eucalyptus matrix of  aromas, and that makes for a very 
pleasing cooling component in this wine. The 11% 
Tempranillo shows through in a touch of  spice and a 
certain mid-palate savoriness, plus the dry-but-not-too-
intense tannins of  this wine. Let this wine breathe! We liked 
it right away, but after coming back to it twenty minutes we 
found all sorts of  prettier, subtler notes that really secured 
this as a wine club pick for us. Drink now-2022 with 
rosemary potatoes and steak bites.
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South Australia’s Fleurieu
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Ritacco Grenache Smart Vineyard 1921 

This wine was made by Keith himself. And you read that 
right above: this small vineyard is almost a century old, and 
still producing wonderful fruit from it’s burly, gnarled 
Grenache vines. The transparent color might make you 
think pinot, but the rosemary aromatics with a touch of  
cranberry are exactly what we loooooooove about well-
made Grenache! More powerful on the palate than we 
expected, and not a small wine: at 16% alcohol it delivers a 
mouthful of  flavor, and comes off  just a bit hot. We chilled it 
ever so slightly, say down to 60 degrees, and boy did it hit 
the spot! Drink now with cassoulet.
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Not to make you you jealous or anything - but this is the 

sort of  scene on the Fleurieu Peninsula near where Keith 

spends his time finding wines to bring back to us  :)

McLaren Vale is a 
warm, invitingly rural 
landscape, and so close to 
Adelaide that it is a hot spot 
for wine-loving daytrippers - 
think Sonoma but with 
kangaroos :)

The Adelaide Hills are 
higher in altitude than 

McLaren Vale, and allow  
for some beautifully  

retrained wines with all  
sorts of  nuance.

FLEURIEU & ENVIRONS

WHEREFORE SAGRANTINO?
	 Australia, like oh-so-many New World wine regions, 
has tried their hand at all the big-name French grapes: 
Pinot, Chardonnay, Syrah (or Shiraz as they have it), 
Cabernet Sauvignon…the list goes on. We get it: French 
wine is well-known and highly esteemed, and you want to 
make a splash in the wine world, so you start with the 
classics.  
	 And while their are some nice versions of  those wines 
from Australia, the problem is pretty simple: Australia is 
hot! Hotter than even many parts of  the sunny Rhone 
Valley, much hotter than Bordeaux, and goodness-me-oh-
so-many-degrees hotter than Burgundy! And the result has 
been huge, flabby, overwrought wines, coming from 
grapevines that just don't make sense in that environment.

	 Which brings us to Italy. While Italian grapes have 
been grown in small amounts for a long time in 
Australia, it’s only in the last couple decades that a 
small cadre of  winemakers has started seriously 
considering the potential those grapes have in their 
Southern Hemisphere home. The way some see it, the 
climates of  France were never the right model for 
Australia…but Italy, on the other hand, that might just 
work. A number of  areas in southern and central Italy 
have very similar levels of  sunshine and temperature 
as does South Australia: Umbria, for example, where 
the little town of  Montefalco has quietly been growing 
Sagrantino for hundreds of  years, has a climate in 
many ways similar to the Adelaide Hills. And Sicily, 
home to Nero d’Avola, can get even hotter than the 
Fleurieu Peninsula. 

All in all, we think the direction these growers and 
vintners are taking is a wonderful development for 
Australia, and a move that will help make them a little 
more distinct in a world full of  wine options. McLaren 
Vale Aglianico, anyone? Barossa Valley Tempranillo? 
We look forward to seeing where it goes!

Lucky for the good citizens of  
Adelaide: they inhabit a 
thriving cultural center, in a 
relatively cool climate for 
Australia, plus they are 
surrounded by wine regions 
home to largely small family 
estates. It’s easy to why see 
many of  the best wines never 
leave their little corner of  the 
world!
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